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Abstract
New cloud-based services are being developed constantly in order to meet the need for faster, reliable and
scalable methods for knowledge discovery. The major benefit of the cloud-based services is the efficient
execution of heavy computation algorithms in the cloud simply by using Big Data storage and processing
platforms. Therefore, we have proposed a model that provides data mining techniques as cloud-based services
that are available to users on their demand. The widely known data mining algorithms have been implemented as
Map/Reduce jobs that are been executed as services in cloud architecture. The user simply chooses or uploads
the dataset to the cloud, makes appropriate settings for the data mining algorithm, executes the job request to be
processed and receives the results. The major benefit of this model of cloud-based services is the efficient
execution of heavy computation data mining algorithm in the cloud simply by using the Ankus - Open Source
Big Data Mining Tool and StarfishHadoop Log Analyzer. The expected outcome of this research is to offer the
integration of the cloud-based services for data mining analysis in order to provide researchers with reliable
collaborative data mining analysis model.
Keywords: data mining, cloud computing services, Map/Reduce, web services, knowledge discovery
1. Introduction
Researchers and scientists during their activities have a constant need to conduct data mining analysis on the
gathered or updated dataset. The researcher simply chooses appropriate e-service, inserts personal data to the
web-form and lets the platform do the data processing in order to deliver the results. Therefore, we have
proposed a platform that provides e-services that are available to users on their demand. This activity requires to
have installed appropriate software for data mining, run the analysis and wait for the results to come up. As the
dataset gets bigger the analysis takes more time to get the results of the data mining analysis. In order to facilitate
the data mining analysis process, particular researchers have proposed a cloud-based platform that provide data
mining as a service (DMaaS) (Chen et al., 2012). The backend of the data processing engine is Hadoop, an
open-source implementation of the MapReduce Framework (Velusamy et al., 2013) and the implementation of
the data mining algorithms is done in Apache Mahout (Walunj and Sadafale, 2013). The Hadoop systems are
using HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) infrastructure data cluster file system that stores, processes,
retrieves and manages data, as mentioned by Shvachko et al. (2010). The performance of individual machine
learning algorithms within each cloud computing framework, such as Apache Mahout or GraphLab frameworks
remains mainly unknown (Li et al., 2013). Authors Li et al. (2013) have advised on the absence of robust
selection methodology for matching the input data with effective machine learning algorithms, which limits the
practitioners to make effective use of cloud computing. Therefore, the focus of this research is on developing a
model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis that will have intuitive and easy to use GUI.
The aim of this research is to propose a model of cloud-based services that will provide the user with a complete
analysis of the completed Hadoop job. This will allow us to use the processing power of Hadoop and develop
both advanced and nation-wide scalable data mining algorithms for researchers with the specific requirements.
Also, the proposed cloud-based service will enable a user with a web-based platform for running the data mining
analysis. The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the performance analysis of running data mining
algorithm and the easy integration of cloud-based services. The results of the conducted experiments will verify
the proposed aim of this research paper.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of the related work. Section III describes the
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architecture of the model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis. Section IV addresses the
implementation of data mining algorithms in Map/Reduce jobs. Section V presents our experimental results and
discussion. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and proposes future work.
2. Related Work
Researchers challenge nowadays is not the complexity of the problems to be solved, but the amount of data to be
taken into consideration when doing it. In order to solve these data problems while solving the inherent problems
of distributed computing at the same time, a radically new programming model with parallel execution on the
cluster, called Map/Reduce (Dean & Ghemawat, 2008), is needed. The Map/Reduce framework can simplify the
complexity of running distributed data processing for large-scale data-intensive applications, such as data mining
(Xie et al., 2010).
The simplest and the oldest kind of recommendation is editorial or hand curated recommendation system. We
might find a list of favorites, for example when we go into a bookstore, we might find staff picks, and on certain
websites we can see a list of staff favorites or a list of essential items. These are essentially built by hand. These
are products that have been picked by the editorial staff to feature on the home page. If we go beyond editorial
recommendations, the next simple thing that we can do is simple aggregates. On many websites, well see lists of
top ten, or most popular, or most recent for example, if we go to YouTube we can see the most popular videos,
for instance. So these are simple aggregates which sort of taking into account user activity to make
recommendations to other users. But these recommendations don’t depend on the user they only depend on the
aggregate activity of a lot of other users. The third kind of recommendation is recommendations that are tailored
to individual users. For example, book recommendations tailored to our taste, movie recommendations based on
the movies that we watched previously or music recommendation based on our music interests. Existing research
proves that the single-node machines that have implemented a recommender algorithm are time-consuming and
they are unable to meet the computing needs of larger data sets (Lin et al., 2014). To improve the performance of
the algorithm, they have proposed a distributed collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm combining
k-means and slope one on Hadoop (Lin et al., 2014).
The e-commerce systems have key challenges for recommender systems in which high-quality recommendations
are required and more recommendations per second for millions of customers and products need to be performed
(Jiang et al., 2011). There have been developed item-based collaborative filtering algorithms that are based on
Map/Reduce, by splitting the three most costly computations in the proposed algorithm into four Map-Reduce
phases, each of which can be independently executed on different nodes in parallel (Jiang et al., 2011).
Authors Walunj and Sadafale (2013) have proposed the Mahout as highly scalable solution, which is able to
support distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using the Hadoop. The Mahout data
mining libraries have been used for predictive analytics in the context of text classification, recommender
systems, and decision support systems (Hammond & Varde, 2013). With the integration of Mahout Machine
Learning algorithms into the cloud-based framework for real-world industrial applications, researchers are able
to do anomaly detection, fault mode prediction (Xu et al., 2013) and optimization (Drre et al., 2015). These
related solutions have the main challenge to present efficient data mining systems that are able to scale up their
data interpretation abilities to discover interesting patterns in large datasets (Pavlo et al., 2009). Most of the
proposed solutions require extensive preparation of the researchers working environment. Therefore, we have
detected the emergence of data mining as a service (DMaaS) (Chen et al., 2012), which is able to provide a
cloud-based data mining platform. In order to have efficient and complete data mining analysis, we have
proposed the following architecture of the model based on cloud services.
3. Architecture of the Model of Cloud-Based Services for Data Mining Analysis
The main purpose of the model of cloud-based services for data mining is to provide an integrated environment
where researchers will receive complete analysis. This section gives an elaborate description of the proposed
architecture of cloud-based services for conducting data mining analysis. The cloud-based service platform for
running the data mining analysis is Ankus - Open Source Big Data Mining Tool (Ren et al., 2014). Ankus
platform allows integration with the HDFS Cluster file system and the Web Server, see Figure 1. The client will
be able to access the cloud-based services for data mining analysis by means of a web browser. The successful
executing the Map/Reduce job generates output folder with results and another folder with log history of the
executed job. The information stored in history folder consisted of job configuration file and java .jar file is been
used to run performance analysis of the executed job. After successful execution of Map/Reduce job researcher
receives the results and can make profounder performance analysis using the StarfishHadoop Log Analyzer
(Herodotou et al., 2011). This Analyzer can be run locally on the client’s computer or remotely in the cloud,
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which is represented with a dashed line in Figure 1.
Firstly, the researchers are authenticated using username and password on the web-based platform for running
the data mining analysis, see Figure 2-(1). The next task is a researcher to choose or upload the dataset to the
cloud by using the GUI navigated HDFS file system, see Figure 2-(2). The dataset from researchers computer is
been transferred to the client application, which writes an HDFS file. Then it first splits the file into HDFS
blocks and the Name Node receives a list of Data Nodes which are replicas (3 copies) of each block and writing
data is done by multithreading (Kala Karun and Chitharanjan, 2013). After writing down the dataset to the HDFS
file system the user simply, makes appropriate settings depending on the type of the data mining algorithm that
should be executed. The process of executing the data mining algorithm is based on Map/Reduce parallel
processing model.

Figure 1. Architecture of the model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis
Map/Reduce is a model for processing key, value-based data in parallel, and consists of two steps of carrying out
the Map task on the basis of input data sources to create interim results, and carrying out the Reduce task by
using the interim results as input to obtain final results (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). The Mapper function
transforms a key and a value to a list of key-value pairs, as mentioned by Dean and Ghemawat (2008). On the
other side, the Reducer function transforms its parameters a key and a list of values to a list of key-value pairs
(Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). For the most common data mining algorithms that have been implemented as
Map/Reduce jobs, detailed explanation is provided in Section III of this paper. The data redundancy is achieved
by using HDFS cluster file system, and the data parallelism is realized by executing the same function on each
constituting piece of data that is (implicitly) processed.
Researchers can use the Analyzer flow in a drag and drop manner to run data mining algorithms with custom
settings, see Figure 2-(3). The complete information of the Map/Reduce job processing status is followed on
Web Server Dashboard, see Figure 2-(4). Here researchers can find detailed information for user configuration
settings and error log information for the failed jobs.
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Figure 2. Demonstration of using the cloud-based services for data mining analysis
4. Implementation of Data Mining Algorithms in Map/Reduce Jobs
Considering that our intention was that researchers to be able to analyze a variety of dataset more easily, simple
and fast, therefore, we have proposed to use web-based environment. Each type of the well-known data mining
and machine learning analysis algorithms has a different implementation in order to be executed as Map/Reduce
job.
4.1 Statistics Algorithms
From the statistics algorithms, we have represented the implementation of the Numeric Statistics and Nominal
Statistics. The statistics algorithms are implemented in Map/Reduce as two single Map/Reduce Jobs, visually
described in Figure 3.
4.1.1 Numeric Statistics
The numeric statistics analyzer is calculating a set of vector-based statistics for the numerical data stated in the
data file.
a) Step 1 Map/Reduce: Divides the data for the distributed processing with a manifold of n (the number of
reducers in Hadoop system). Calculates a value for each of basic statistics and does the final summing.
b) Step 2 Map/Reduce: After the first step the basic statistics are calculated, it conducts overall summing by
the n-fold in order to calculate the overall base statistics. The output is the ordered vector-based field with these
properties: index, sum, mean, harmonic mean, geometric mean, variance, standard deviation, maximum,
minimum, median.
4.1.2 Nominal Statistics
The nominal statistics analyzer is calculating a vector of categorical data in a file-based statistics (frequency and
percentage). For each categorical attribute of the input dataset, the nominal statistics is calculating the frequency
and percentage of each attribute type. For example, if the input is iris dataset (Ren et al., 2014), then the output
data file contains a calculation of the frequency and percentage of each type of iris flower.
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Figure 3. Implementation of Numerical statistics as Map/Reduces job
Step 1 Map/Reduce: Calculates the frequency of categorical attributes.
Step 2 Map/Reduce: First is reusing the total number of Map performed in step 1 to obtain the total number of
data, and it calculates the ratio of each category of the property by using the second Map/Reduce step.
4.2 Clustering Algorithms
Clustering algorithms are the most commonly used data mining method to determine the relationship between
objects. We have chosen to demonstrate the EM Clustering algorithm.
4.2.1 EM Clustering Algorithm
The EM-based Clustering is been conducted on the vector-based data files, which supports both numeric and
categorical attributes. It uses distribution with mean and variance as a percentage of the distance group and uses
frequency of categorical attributes and crowded center of the category. The EM Clustering is been implemented
as Map/Reduce process as follows (see Figure 4):
Step 1 Map/Reduce: The Mapper is determining the center of the initial clusters. Initially, it calculates the
probability that of random belonging to each cluster to all data.
Step 2 Map/Reduce: In this step there is an assignment to the community center and community updates.
Step 2-1: (Map processes of the Map/Reduce job) clustering assignment. For each data, the value is been
calculated the high probability of belonging to their own communities.
Step 2-2: (Reduce process of Map/Reduce jobs) community center update. The value is been assigned per cluster
that belongs, based on this data there is an update on the center of the cluster.
Step 2-3: termination condition determines. If the center of the updated cluster is same as the center of the old
cluster it ends the Step-2 Map/Reduce. Otherwise, there is re-done of the Step-2 Map/Reduce.
The process of clustering ends if it exceeds the number set by the input parameter (max_iterations).
condition is checked after the Map/Reduce Step-2, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Implementation of Clustering algorithm as Map/Reduce job
4.2.2 K-means Clustering Algorithm
Similarly like the EM Clustering, the k-means clustering algorithm can be implemented as Map/Reduce process.
It uses the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between the center and crowded item numerical properties
(Ren et al., 2014).
4.3 Recommendation Algorithms
The main idea behind content-based recommendation systems is to recommend items to a customer similar to
previous items rated highly by the same customer. The content-based approach is able to deal marginally with
the fact the users can have unique tastes as long as we can build item profiles for the items that the user likes first.
Considering that our intention is to use the content-based recommendation system by exploiting the cloud
services. We have proposed to be used the following implementation of recommendation algorithm as
Map/Reduce job.
4.3.1 Content-Based Similarity
The content-based similarity module analyzes the content of a content-based similarity recommendation service.
The similarity can be calculated using the dice coefficient, Jaccard coefficient or hamming distance. Usually, we
calculate the content-based similarity for recommendation data sets that are consisted of the three columns
(userid, item, rating) sequentially into the columns.


First column: userid



Second columns: item



Third column: rating

Similarly like the content based similarity, the user based recommendation and item based recommendation
algorithms can be implemented as Map/Reduce process. The content-based recommendation similarity is this
implemented in Map/Reduce job and the process is as follows (see Figure 5):
Step 1 Map/Reduce: The input data file comes under the unique key value as parameters. The Mapper is
grouping the values by column unique key values. The Reducer rearranges the values for the similarity / distance
analysis and returns a column with the unique key value received by the i-th iteration value set.
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Figure 5. Implementation of content based Recommendation algorithm as Map/Reduce job

Step 2 Map/Reduce: The Mapper is rearranging the values and prepares them for the conditional similarity/
distance calculation. The Reducer returns the column with the unique key value received by the i-th iteration
value set with the result for each calculation.
5. Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis has been supported with an experiment
done using large data set. We have chosen a dataset of experiments in DMB format from Institute of Systems
Analysis and Informatics “Antonio Ruberti” (Ruberti, 2015). The first row of the dataset file contains the names
of the experiments. The first column contains the feature name (the variable of the experiments) and the second
column describes the variable type: NUM (numerical values). The experiments for data mining analysis have
been done using the clustering algorithm. This algorithm has been selected because it needs a large amount of
computational time for handling large data sets (Sewisy et al., 2014). As a referential tool for the conducted
experiments we have used WEKA (Hall et al., 2009), a tool for automatic learning and data mining algorithms,
similar researches based on WEKA have been done (Srivastava, 2014; Rupali et al., 2014).
The first experiment was comprised of a comparison of the performance results received from the WEKA and
the proposed model of cloud-based services for data mining. We have used the same clustering algorithm
EM-clustering in both cases. Comparison of the received performance results running the EM-clustering
algorithm with WEKA (run on the single machine) and proposed cloud-based services for data mining (run on
HDFS cluster) is shown in Figure 6.
The comparison has shown that for a smaller number of experiments in dataset there is no significant difference
in duration of processing time. As the number of experiments in dataset is increasing it significantly increases the
time duration (seconds) to execute the EM-clustering using the WEKA tool. Nevertheless, the duration to
execute the EM-clustering using the proposed model of cloud-based services for data mining is not taking more
than 10 minutes regardless of the increase of a number of experiments of dataset. The most significant
performance improvement is noticed when there are considered more than 10 experiments of dataset to be
executed the EM-clustering algorithm.
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Figure 6. Demonstration of using the cloud-based services for data mining analysis (EM-clustering)

Figure 7. Demonstration of using the cloud-based services for data mining analysis (k-means clustering)
The second experiment was conducted on the same dataset by using the k-means clustering algorithm. The
algorithm has provided better performance results for the same dataset, see Figure 7. We have noticed a
significant difference in duration of processing time when more than 10 experiments of dataset have been
executed with the k-means clustering algorithm.
For a complete analysis of the finished Hadoop jobs, we have analyzed the Job duration and Task duration using
the StarfishHadoop Log Analyzer. The timeline analysis of the completed Map/Reduce jobs has provided more
detailed information. The process of building of service-oriented model requires service providers to build an
integrated application platform.
For the first experiment that has been done with the EM-clustering algorithm, the Job duration took twice more
time than the Task duration. The duration trend line has been increasing for Job duration except for the last
Map/Reduce execution when the number of experiments is 30. In that case, the Job duration was faster than the
previous executions (see Figure 8). This means that Map/Reduce jobs had a normal duration; only the time
needed for the Task has been shorter for half second.
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Figure 8. Comparison of MapReduce Task duration and job duration using services for data mining analysis
(EM-clustering)

Figure 9. Comparison of MapReduce Task duration and job duration using services for data mining analysis
(k-means clustering)
Comparison of the Job duration and Task duration, for the execution of Map Reduce jobs, for the second
experiment that has been done with the k-means clustering algorithm and is given in Figure 9. There we have not
observed any significant changes in duration trend line for Job duration and Task duration. The Task duration
trend-line is following the Job duration, with duration values twice as bigger measured in seconds.
The main advantage of the proposed model of using cloud-based services is the efficient execution of heavy
computation data mining algorithm by using the Map Reduce concept. The GUI interface provided by Ankus Open Source Big Data Mining Tool gives improved navigation for data mining analysis and very natural
integration for visualizing the performance results using the StarfishHadoop Log Analyzer. This platform is
responsible for gathering all context related information; with proper selection of cloud-based services we will
be able to deliver the users with context-aware information.
The cloud-based services offer reliable, faster and collaborative data mining analysis model, because the results
of every analysis are saved in the cloud. Model is every convenient for research purposes because a scientist can
repeat the experiments and easily compare the gathered performance results of data mining analysis. The
experiments have demonstrated improved performance characteristic with a comparison to WEKA data mining
tool.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper has been proposed a model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis. The proposed model
has provided researchers with integrated cloud-based services for data mining analysis, which has intuitive and
easy to use GUI. Clustering algorithms has been chosen for evaluation because they need a large amount of
computational time for handling large data set. Based on the completed experiments it has been confirmed the
performance benefit of using the model of cloud-based services for data mining analysis compared to the
traditional data mining tools.
The main purpose of the model of cloud services platform is to provide an integrated environment where
research institutions will receive complete data analysis. The proposed model has provided integration of the
cloud-based services for data mining analysis that can be used by researchers for reliable collaborative data
mining analysis. The clustering algorithm EM-clustering was used for comparison of the performance results of
data mining analysis. The biggest difference in duration of processing time was experienced when more than 10
experiments of the dataset have been executed.
Future investigation in the field of cloud-based services will continue with the analysis of social networking
datasets. Running data mining analysis on these datasets will bring interesting facts for the user important social
behavior. Cloud-based services are facing the privacy risk because they collect sensitive user’s records. The
main issue is that this information is sent to a remote storage location for processing. This procedure raises the
security issues because there is a possible risk of exposing user’s data by the unreliable third party mobile cloud
service vendor. The risks are expected to be overcome with the introduction of standardization in the field of
cloud computing technology.
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